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Victorian marvel quietly and profusely infused with symbolism

T

he boulder outcroppings by the property’s entrance naturally afforded this
lofty 1885 Victorian estate the name

“Rock Gate.” But the symbolism within is what
separates this home, constructed by legendary
local architect Ehrick Rossiter for devout
Freemason Lucious A. Barbour, a spool cotton
baron who lived in Hartford and ran the Willimantic Linen Company. In a most subtle manner, this otherwise dramatic 15-room manse
upon a Washington hilltop somehow bears the
freemasonry characteristics similar to a one dollar bill — a priceless one dollar bill. Like that
pyramid and unblinking illuminated eye on the
back of Washington’s face, these symbols are
methodically carved or built into the walls. So
are the squares and the suns that represent the
historic and quietly immensely influential fraternity. Freemason icons are found in the most
cleverly apt places. Parquet floors, still of the
original fir (thanks to the current owners, Hans
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This 1885 Victorian manse, known as Rock Gate, was designed by Ehrick Rossiter for spool cotton baron and Freemason Lucious
Barbour.

and Louise van Tartwijk, the original intent has been painstakingly preserved,) ground the countless number of triangles and squares. At an upper floor, a window appears
with a peering eye, brow and all. A ceiling lamp hangs from a depiction of a glowing sun, and suns are found in fireplace mantles, any place the image could illuminate —look
at the circular window on the due solar west end of the home. The
house is of such import it was highlighted in an Arnold Lewis 1982
collection called “American Country Houses of the Gilded Age.”
“Such eclecticism could

could afford to experiment
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because he was a fine
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panels — gently. He was

story? We d love to tell it. Share

able to indulge his anti-

with Bill Cloutier at

quarian bent without mar-
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be risky, but Rossiter

ring the contemporary
In rooms such as the firelit inglenook, ornamentals were designed to reflect Freemason symbolism.

appearance of the house because he knew how to use such elements

unpretentiously.” According to the author, Mr. Rossiter knew how to use “light circles and rectangular panels,” or secret society imagery, with great effect. And myriad architectural installations are purposely found in denominations of seven, which is a rather significant number for the Freemasons. Seven evenly framed windows make up the
convex; on the outside a porch has seven equally spaced beams supporting the overhang; and when the inside lights of the fireplace (and in a 9,650-square-foot home, there is
no shortage of fireplaces) blazes, seven beams of light emanate from within, bathing the south side property overlooking the Shepaug Valley. It’s like a sun. It’s like amazing.
“You learn how to appreciate and respect a house when you find something this special,” said Mr. van Tartwijk.
Jack Coraggio
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